Abstract-StarSS is a parallel programming model that eases the task of the programmer. He or she has to identify the tasks that can potentially be executed in parallel and the inputs and outputs of these tasks, while the runtime system takes care of the difficult issues of determining inter task dependencies, synchronization, load balancing, scheduling to optimize data locality, etc. Given these issues, however, the runtime system might become a bottleneck that limits the scalability of the system. The contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, we analyze the scalability of the current software runtime system for several synthetic benchmarks with different dependency patterns and task sizes. We show that for fine-grained tasks the system does not scale beyond five cores. Furthermore, we identify the main scalability bottlenecks of the runtime system. Second, we present the design of Nexus, a hardware support system for StarSS applications, that greatly reduces the task management overhead.
I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, processor performance is mainly increasing due to a growing number of cores per chip. According to Moore's Law the number of transistors per die is expected to double every two years, allowing chips with hundreds of cores within 10 to 15 years. Successful deployment of such many-core chips, depends on the availability of parallel applications. Creating efficient parallel applications, though, is currently cumbersome and complicated as, besides parallelization, it requires task scheduling, synchronization, programming or optimizing data transfers, etc.
Currently there are several efforts to solve the programmability issues of multicores. Among these is the task-based StarSS programming model [1] . It requires the programmer only to indicate functions, referred to as tasks, that are amenable to parallel execution and to specify the input and output operands. All the other issues, such as determining task dependencies, scheduling, programming and issuing data transfers, etc., are automatically handled by StarSS.
The task management performed by the StarSS runtime system is rather laborious. This overhead affects the scalability and performance, and potentially limits the applicability of StarSS applications. In this paper we study the benefits of accelerating task management with hardware support. We show that for fine-grained tasks, the runtime overhead greatly reduces performance and severely limits scalability. Fine-grained task parallelization might be important for future many-core systems as it has greater potential for parallelism than coarse grained task parallelization. Through extensive analysis of the current system's bottlenecks, we specify the requirements of a hardware support system. As an example of such a system, we present Nexus: a hardware task management support system compliant with the StarSS programming model and potentially applicable to other programming models using dynamic task management.
Some other works have proposed hardware support for task management. Most are limited, in contrast to our work, to scheduling of independent tasks leaving it up to the programmer to deliver tasks at the appropriate time. Carbon [2] provides hardware task queueing enabling low latency task retrieval. In [3] a TriMedia-based multicore system is proposed containing a centralized task scheduling unit based on Carbon. For a multicore media SoC, Ou [4] proposes a hardware interface to manage tasks on the DSP, mainly to avoid OS intervention. Architectural support for the Cilk programming model has been proposed in [5] , mainly focussing on cache coherency.
A few works include hardware task dependency resolution. In [6] a look-ahead task management unit has been proposed reducing the task retrieval latency. It uses task dependencies in a reversed way to predict due available tasks. Because of the programmable nature, its latency is rather large. The latter issue has been resolved in [7] at the cost of generality: the proposed hardware is specific for H.264 decoding. For System-on-Chips (SoCs), an Application Specific Instruction set Processor (ASIP) has been proposed to speedup software task management [8] . Independently, Etsion et al. [9] have also developed hardware support for the StarSS programming model. They observe a similarity between input and output dependencies of tasks and instructions and have proposed task management hardware that works similar to an out-of-order instruction scheduler. This paper is organized as follows. The StarSS programming model and the target processor platform are briefly reviewed in Section II. The benchmarks used throughout this work are described in Section III. In Section IV the StarSS runtime system is analyzed. Section V compares the performance of the current StarSS system to that of a manually parallelized implementation and illustrates the need for hardware task management support. The proposed Nexus system is described in Section VI. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
The StarSS programming model is based on simple annotations of serial code, by adding pragmas. The main pragmas are illustrated in Listing 1. The pragmas css start and css finish indicate the initialization and finalization of the StarSS runtime system. Tasks are functions that are annotated with the css task pragma, including a specification of the input and output operands. The programmer does not have to specify which task can be executed in parallel as the runtime system detects this, based on the input and output operands. In addition to the pragmas illustrated in this example, StarSS provides several synchronization pragmas. The current implementation of StarSS uses one core with two threads to control the application, while the others (worker cores) execute the parallel tasks. A source-to-source compiler, processes the annotated serial code and generates the codes for the control and worker cores. The first thread of the control core runs the main program code that adds tasks and the corresponding part of the runtime system. The second thread handles the communication with the worker cores and performs the scheduling of tasks.
Tasks are added dynamically to the runtime system, which builds the task dependency graph based on the addresses of input and output operands. Tasks whose dependencies are met, are scheduled for execution on the worker cores. Furthermore, the runtime system manages data transfers between main memory and local scratchpad memories, if applicable. It tries to minimize the execution time by applying a few optimizations. First, it creates groups of tasks, referred to as bundles within StarSS. Using bundles, reduces the overhead per task for scheduling. In addition, the runtime system optimizes for data locality by assigning chains within the task graph to bundles. Within such bundles, data produced by one task is used by a next, and thus locality is exploited.
Throughout this paper, we use the StarSS instantiation for the Cell Broadband Engine, which is called CellSS. We use CellSS version 2.2 [10] , which is the latest release at time of writing. It has an improved runtime system with significantly lower overhead than prior releases. CellSS has several configuration parameters that can be used to tune the behavior of the runtime system. We manually optimized these parameters to obtain the best performance for small task sizes.
Our experimental platform is the Cell processor, which contains one PowerPC Processing Element (PPE) and eight Synergistic Processing Elements (SPEs). The PPE is a general purpose core that runs the operating system. The SPEs are autonomous but depending on the PPE to receive work to do. The CellSS runtime system runs on two threads of the PPE. The SPEs wait to receive a signal from the helper thread indicating what task to perform. Once they are ready, they signal back and wait for another task. The SPEs have scratchpad memory only and use DMA (Direct Memory Access) commands to load data from main memory into their local store. When using bundles, CellSS applies double buffering, which hides the memory latency by performing data transfers concurrently with task execution. The measurements are performed on a Cell blade containing two Cell processors, running at 3.2GHz. Thus, in total 16 SPEs are available.
One of the main metrics used throughout this paper is scalability, which is defined as the speedup of a parallel execution on N SPEs compared to execution using one SPE. Furthermore, scalability efficiency is defined as S/N , where S is the scalability and N is the number of SPEs. For example, if an application takes 1 ms using a single SPE and 12 ms using 16 SPEs, the scalability is 12 and the scalability efficiency is 75%.
III. BENCHMARKS
To analyze the scalability of StarSS under different circumstances, we used three synthetic benchmarks. We used synthetic benchmarks rather than real applications because it allows controlling the application parameters such as the dependency pattern, the task execution time (and, hence, the computation to communication ratio), etc. The three benchmarks are referred to as CD (Complex Dependencies), SD (Simple Dependencies), and ND (No Dependencies). The dependency pattern of the CD benchmark is similar to the dependency pattern in H.264 decoding [11] , [12] .
All three benchmarks process a matrix of 1024 × 1024 integers in blocks of 16 × 16 . Each block operation is one task, adding up to a total of 4096 tasks. The task execution time is varied from approximately 2µs to over 2ms. In the CD benchmark, each task depends on its left and top-right neighbor if it exists. Listing 2 shows the simplified code of the CD benchmark, including the annotations. Due to the task dependencies, at the start of the benchmark only one task is ready for execution. During the execution, the number of available parallel tasks gradually increases, until halfway, after which the available parallelism similarly decreases back to one. Therefore, the amount of available parallel tasks at the start and end of the benchmark is lower than the number of cores. Due to this ramping effect in the CD benchmark, the maximum obtainable scalability is 14.5 using 16 cores.
In the SD benchmark, each task depends on its left neighbor if it exists. Thus, all 64 rows are independent and can be processed in parallel. In the ND benchmark all tasks are independent of each other and thus the application is fully parallel. Therefore, the maximum obtainable scalability for the SD and ND benchmarks is 16 when using 16 cores.
IV. SCALABILITY OF THE STARSS RUNTIME SYSTEM
The main purpose of this section is to quantify the task management overhead of the StarSS runtime system. Besides measuring performance and scalability, we have also generated Paraver traces to study the runtime behavior in more detail. First, we study the CD benchmark in detail, especially for small task sizes, as it resembles H.264 decoding, which has an average task size of approximately 20µs.
A. CD Benchmark
For the CD benchmark a maximum scalability of 14.2 is obtained, as depicted in Figure 1 . This near optimal scalability, however, is only obtained for large task sizes. The figure also shows that in order to obtain a scalability efficiency of 80% when using 16 SPEs, that is a scalability of 12.8, at least a task size of approximately 100µs is required. Similarly, for 8 SPEs a task size of 50µs is required. For a task size of 19µs the scalability is only 4.8. The second row of the trace shows that scheduling (yellow), preparing (red), and submitting a bundle (green) takes approximately 6µs, while removing a task (magenta) takes approximately 5.8µs. As the total task size, including task stage in, wait for DMA, task execution, task stage out, and task finished notification, is 22.5µs, the helper thread can simply not keep up with the SPEs. Before the helper thread has launched the sixth task, the first one has already finished. However, its ready signal (yellow line) is processed much later, and before this SPE receives a new task, even more time is spent.
The stress on the helper thread can be reduced by allowing the runtime system to create bundles. Our measurements show that bundles of four tasks provides the optimal performance for this task size. Grouping 4 tasks in a bundle reduces the scheduling time with 45%, the preparation and submission of tasks with 73%, and the removal of tasks with 50%. In total, the overhead per task is reduced from 11.6µs to 5.5µs resulting in an overall performance improvement of 20%. The scalability, however, is not affected as the helper thread remains a bottleneck. To efficiently leverage 16 SPEs, at most an overhead per task of 22.5/16 = 1.4µs is required.
The main reason for the bottleneck in the main thread is very subtle. Although the benchmark exhibits sufficient parallelism, due to the order in which the main thread spawns tasks (from left to right and top to bottom), at least 16 "rows of tasks" (corresponding to 1/4th of the matrix) have to be added to the dependency graph before 16 independent tasks are available that can keep all cores busy. Thus, to exploit the parallelism available in the benchmark, the addition of tasks in the main thread must therefore run ahead of the parallel execution. The trace reveals, that the main thread can only keep up with the parallel execution, and thus it limits the scalability of the system.
B. SD Benchmark
In the SD benchmark, tasks corresponding to different rows are completely independent of each other, because tasks only depend on their left neighbor. The difference in dependency pattern has several effects on the runtime system. First, this greatly simplifies the task dependency graph, which in turn might lead to decreased runtime overhead. Second, the dependency pattern enables the runtime system to create efficient bundles, further reducing the overhead. Our measurements, however, show only a small improvement in scalability compared to the CD benchmark.
The scalability of the SD benchmark is slightly better than that of the CD benchmark. As Figure 4 depicts, a maximum scalability of 14.5 is obtained for large task sizes. For a task size of 19µs a scalability of 5.6 is obtained. Analysis of the Paraver trace shows that the main thread is the bottleneck. It is continuously busy with user code (26.6%), adding tasks (50.9%), and removing tasks (20.6%). On average per task these phases take 2.0µs, 3.8µs, and 1.5µs, respectively. This indicates that the time taken by building and maintaining the task dependency graph is not much affected by the dependency pattern, unlike expected. The stress on the helper thread, on the other hand, is significantly lower compared to the CD benchmark. The reason for this is that we allowed the creation of larger bundles. On average, the time spent on scheduling, preparation of the bundles, and submission of the bundles is 1.86µs, 0.10µs, and 0.20µs, respectively.
C. ND Benchmark
The scalability of the ND benchmark is depicted in Figure 5 . The maximum obtained scalability is 15.8, which is significantly higher than with the two other benchmarks. This is because all tasks are independent. Thus, first, there is no ramping effect and second, as soon as 16 tasks have been added, the runtime system detects 16 independent tasks to execute. The improvement for smaller task sizes is also due to the increased available parallelism. The time spent on building and maintaining the task graph, however, is approximately equal to the time spent on these for the SD benchmark, limiting scalability. We conclude that not the dependencies by itself are time-consuming, but the process of checking for dependencies.
V. A CASE FOR HARDWARE SUPPORT
In the previous section we analyzed the StarSS system and showed that the current runtime system has a low scalability for fine-grained tasks. To show the potential gains of accelerating the runtime system, in this section we compare StarSS to manually parallelized implementations of the benchmarks using a dynamic task pool. Based on the analysis presented in this and the previous section, we identify the bottlenecks in the StarSS runtime system. Those lead to a set of requirements that hardware support for task management should comply with.
A. Comparison with Manually Parallelized Benchmarks
The benchmarks are also manually parallelized. A dynamic task pool is used to determine which tasks are ready for execution. As the dependencies are predetermined and hard coded, however, there is no dynamic dependency detection, in contrast to the runtime system of StarSS. Moreover, a simple Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) buffer is used to minimize the scheduling latency, where StarSS tries to apply several scheduling optimizations. Therefore, the comparison between the StarSS system to that of the manually parallelized (Manual) system, shows the cost of dynamic dependency detection and the scheduling optimizations.
The task pool implementation was taken from [13] . It is optimized for the Cell processor. The authors have investigated several synchronization primitives. The direct mapped mailboxes proved to provide the fastest communication between the PPE and the SPEs for up to 16 SPEs, although this approach has scalability issues.
The scalability of the CD benchmark with the manually coded task pool is shown in Figure 6 . For a task size of 19µs, the scalability using 16 SPEs is almost 12. This is much higher than the scalability of 4.8 obtained with StarSS. Similarly, the scalability of the other two benchmarks increased significantly. Figure 6 . Scalability of the manually parallelized CD benchmark. Figure 7 compares the scalability of the StarSS system to that of the manually parallelized system. It displays the iso-efficiency lines, which represent the minimal task size required for a certain system in order to obtain a specific scalability efficiency (80% in this graph). For the Manual system and a small number of SPEs, an efficiency of 80% is always obtained, irrespective the task size. Therefore, the corresponding iso-efficiency points do not exist and are not displayed in the graph. From the iso-efficiency graph it is clear that the Manual system achieves an efficiency of 80% for much smaller task sizes than StarSS does. For eight SPEs the difference in task size is between a factor of 5 and 6, while for 16 SPEs the difference is between 2 and 3 times. The main cause for this difference is the dependency resolution process of the StarSS runtime system. The iso-efficiency lines of both systems increase with the number of SPEs. Going from 8 to 16 SPEs, for both systems the lines increase because of offchip communication. In general, however, there are different reasons. In the StarSS system the throughput of the two PPE threads is the limiting factor. Therefore, with increasing number of SPEs longer tasks are required to hide the task management overhead on the PPE. In the Manual system, the iso-efficiency line mainly increases with the number of SPEs mainly due to the limited scalability of the synchronization mechanism. When SPEs have finished the execution of a task they send a mailbox signal to the PPE. The helper thread checks the mailboxes in a round-robin fashion. When it finds a signal, it processes the contents of the signal and send a mailbox back indicating a new task. The time between the SPE sending a finish signal and receiving a new task, is depending on the phase of the round-robin polling. In the worst case the SPE send a signal just after the helper thread checking that SPEs mailbox. Moreover, this synchronization latency is increasing with the number of SPEs.
Besides a lower scalability, also the absolute performance of StarSS is lower, up to four times, than that of the Manual System for fine-grained tasks. Table I depicts the execution time of the CD benchmark. For larger task sizes, the difference diminishes as the task management overhead becomes negligible compared to the task execution time. A similar difference between the StarSS and Manual system is observed in the ND and SD benchmarks.
B. Requirements for Hardware Support
From the prior analysis, we conclude that the StarSS runtime system currently does not scale well for fine-grained task parallelism. The main bottleneck is the dependency resolution process. Irrespective of the actual dependency pattern, determining whether there are task dependencies is a laborious process that cannot keep up with the parallel task execution. In order to efficiently utilize 8 or 16 SPEs for H.264 decoding, roughly corresponding to the CD benchmark with a task size of 20µs, the process of building and maintaining the task dependency graph should be reduced from 9.1µs to 2.5µs and 1.3µs, respectively. Therefore, we describe the first requirement for task management hardware support as follows:
Requirement 1: The hardware support system should accelerate the task dependency resolution process by at least a factor of 3.6 and 7.3, when using 8 and 16 SPEs, respectively.
Preferably this process is accelerated even more, such that it can run ahead of execution in order to reveal more parallelism. As such a large speedup is required, we expect that software optimizations (if possible) or some hardware acceleration such as special instructions, are not sufficient. Instead, we propose to perform this process in hardware.
The second bottleneck is the scheduling, preparation, and submission of tasks, performed by the helper thread in StarSS. In total this overhead per task is 5.5µs, where at least a latency of 2.8µs and 1.4µs is required, for 8 and 16 SPEs, respectively.
Requirement 2: The hardware support system should accelerate scheduling, preparation, and submission of tasks by at least a factor of 2.0 and 3.9, when using 8 and 16 SPEs, respectively.
The scheduler tries to minimize the overhead by creating bundles of tasks, and tries to exploit data locality by grouping a dependency chain within one bundle. For small tasks, however, the scheduling costs more than the benefits it provides. A rudimentary, yet fast, scheduling approach might therefore be more efficient than a sophisticated one.
Although the numbers mentioned in these first two requirements are specific for the Cell processor, the requirements are in general applicable to other multicore platforms as well. The requirements stem from the fact that the task management overhead is relatively large compared to the task execution. As both are performed in software, changing platform is expected to affect the relative size insignificantly.
The latency of synchronization on the Cell processor is too long and scales poorly due to the round-robin polling mechanism. Interrupts are more scalable than the polling mechanism, but still need to execute a software routine. Instead, SPEs should be able to retrieve a new task themselves instead of waiting for one to be assigned. Hardware task queues, such as Carbon [2] , is an example of such an approach. Each core can read a task from the queue autonomously, avoiding off-chip communication and execution of a software routine. Assuming a 5% overhead for synchronization is acceptable, the synchronization latency should be at most 1µs, irrespective of the number of cores.
Requirement 3: The hardware support system should provide synchronization primitives for retrieving tasks, with a latency of at most 1µs, irrespective of the number of cores.
The round-robin synchronization mechanism is specific for the Cell processor. Despite, the need for low-latency and scalable synchronization is platform independent. In [2] it was shown that synchronization through a hardware queue is beneficial for a wide range of platforms. Therefore, Requirement 3 is also generally applicable.
When compliant with these three requirements, a hardware support system will effectively improve the scalability of StarSS, while maintaining its ease of programming. In the next section we propose the Nexus system, which is developed based on this set of requirements. VI. NEXUS: A HARDWARE TASK MANAGEMENT SUPPORT SYSTEM In this section we present the design of the Nexus system, which provides the required hardware support for task management in order to efficiently exploit fine-grained task parallelism with StarSS. Nexus can be incorporated in any multicore architecture. In this section, as an example, we present a Nexus design for the Cell processor.
A. Nexus System Overview
The Nexus system contains two types of hardware units (see Figure 8 ). The first and main unit, is the Task Pool Unit (TPU). It receives tasks descriptors from the PPE, which contain the meta data of the tasks, such as the function to perform and the location of the operands. It resolves dependencies, enqueues ready tasks to a memory mapped hardware queue, and updates the internal task pool for every task that finishes. The TPU is designed for high throughput and therefore it is pipelined. It is directly connected to the bus to allow fast access from any core. The TPU is a generic unit and can be used in any multicore platform.
The second unit in the system is the Task Controller (TC), which can be placed at individual cores. The TC fetches tasks from the TPU, issues the DMAs of input and output operands, and enables double buffering of tasks. TCs are optional and platform specific. In future work we will investigate for the Cell processor whether the benefits of the TC are enough to be worth its costs. Storing all tasks in a central unit provides low latency dependency resolution and scheduling. The hardware queues ensure fast synchronization. Such a centralized approach, however, eventually creates a scalability bottleneck for increasing core count. In such a case, a clustered approach can be used. Tasks are divided among TPUs such that inter TPU communication is low while task stealing allows system wide load balancing.
B. Design of the Task Pool Unit
The block diagram of the Nexus TPU is depicted in Figure 9 . Its main features are the following. Dependency resolution consists of table lookups only, and therefore has low latency. The TPU is pipelined to increase throughput. All task descriptors are stored in the task storage to avoid off-chip communication. The life cycle of tasks starts at the PPE that prepares the task descriptor and writes the pointer to it in the in buffer of the TPU. The descriptor loader reads task descriptor pointers from the in buffer and loads the descriptor into the task storage, where it remains until the task is completely finished.
Once the descriptor is loaded into the task storage, the descriptor handler processes the descriptor and fills the three tables with the required information. These three tables together, resolve the dependencies among tasks, as described below. This process can be performed fast, as it consists of simple lookups only. There is no need to search through the tables to find the correct item.
The task table contains all tasks in the system and records their status and the number of tasks it depends on. Tasks with a dependency count of zero are ready for execution and added to the task queue. The producers table contains the addresses of data that is going to be produced by a pending task. Any task that requires that data, can subscribe itself to that entry. Thus, this table is used to prevent writeafter-read hazards. Similarly, the consumers table is a table containing the addresses of data that are going to be read by pending tasks. Any new task that will write to these locations can subscribe itself to the kick-off list. This table prevents read-after-write hazards. The lookups in the producers and consumers tables are addressed based. As the lists are much smaller than the address space, a hashing function is used to generate the index. Write-after-write hazards are handled by the insertion of a special marker in the kick-off lists.
The three tables, the two buffers, and the ready queue all have a fixed size. Thus, they can be full in which case the pipeline stalls. For example, if the task table is full, the descriptor handler and the descriptor loader stall. If no entry of the task table is deleted, the in buffer will quickly be full too, which stalls the process of adding tasks by the PPE. Deadlock can not occur, because tasks are added in serial execution order.
The SPEs obtain tasks by reading from the ready queue. This operation can be performed by either its Task Controller (TC) or by the software running on the SPU. The task descriptor is loaded from the task storage after which the task operands are loaded into the local store using DMA commands. When execution is finished and the task output is written back to main memory, the task id is written to the finish buffer. Optionally, double buffering can be applied, by loading the input operands of the next task while executing the current task.
The finish handler processes the task ids from the finish buffer. It updates the tables and adds tasks whose dependencies are met to the ready queue. Finally, the finished task is removed from all tables.
VII. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
The task-based StarSS programming model is a promising approach to simplify parallel programming. In this paper we evaluated its runtime system. It was shown that for fine-grained task parallelism, the task management overhead prohibits scaling beyond five cores. More specifically, in order to efficiently utilize 8 or 16 cores for task based parallel H.264 decoding, the runtime system should be accelerated by at least a factor of 3.6 and 7.3, respectively. Mainly the task dependency resolution process is too laborious to perform in software. Other bottlenecks were found in the scheduling of tasks and the lack of fast synchronization primitives. We proposed the Nexus hardware task management system. It performs dependency resolution in hardware using simple table lookups. Hardware queues are used for fast scheduling and synchronization. We are currently implementing Nexus in a simulation environment to evaluate its performance and scalability.
